Control

**Controller**

- Extends the default controller.
- Requires configuration of the service container to make it available in the application.
- Uses the service container to resolve dependencies.

**Configuration**

- Can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Services can be defined by importing the configuration.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.

**Service Container**

- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.

**Service**

- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.

View

- Requires knowledge of the application.
- Requires knowledge of the application.
- Requires knowledge of the application.

Model

- Requires knowledge of the application.
- Requires knowledge of the application.
- Requires knowledge of the application.

Resources

- Resources can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Resources can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Resources can be configured via YAML or XML.

Forms & Validation

- Forms can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Forms can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Forms can be configured via YAML or XML.

Event System

- Events are registered using service tags.
- Events can be triggered using the service container.
- Events can be triggered using the service container.

Service Container

- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.

Bundles & Service Container

- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.

Controllers

- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.

View

- The view is responsible for rendering the static content.
- The view is responsible for rendering the static content.
- The view is responsible for rendering the static content.

Routes

- Routes can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Routes can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Routes can be defined by implementing a service interface.

Controller

- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.

Service Container

- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.

Bundles & Service Container

- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.

Controllers

- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.

View

- The view is responsible for rendering the static content.
- The view is responsible for rendering the static content.
- The view is responsible for rendering the static content.

Resources

- Resources can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Resources can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Resources can be configured via YAML or XML.

Forms & Validation

- Forms can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Forms can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Forms can be configured via YAML or XML.

Event System

- Events are registered using service tags.
- Events can be triggered using the service container.
- Events can be triggered using the service container.

Service Container

- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.
- Services can be defined by implementing a service interface.

Bundles & Service Container

- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.
- Bundles can be configured via YAML or XML.

Controllers

- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.
- The controller is responsible for rendering the dynamic content.